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ABSTRACT
The choice of the offer to propose at a given step in a negotiation
dialogue is astrategicmatter and depends broadly on theprofileof
the agent and itsmental states. The aim of this paper is to propose
some negotiation strategies which are based not only on thegoals
of the agents but also on theirrejections. A three-layered setting is
proposed for defining and analyzing strategies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence ]: Intelligent agents

General Terms
Human Factors, Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Negotiation consists of an exchange of offers between agents un-

til a compromise is reached. As argued in [2, 3], the choice of the
offer to propose at a given step is astrategicmatter. Indeed, that
choice depends broadly on theagent profileand itsmental states,
namely its goals and beliefs. As discussed in recent cognitive psy-
chology studies [1], we claim that taking into account what an agent
rejects, in addition to its goals and beliefs, in the offer selection en-
ables a more refined selection, and allows to discard rejected offers.
Thus, we propose different strategies following a three-layered set-
ting. We will show that the way in which an offer is selected influ-
ences the result of the negotiation.

2. MENTAL STATES OF THE AGENTS
L denotes a first order propositional language.X stands for the

set of offers. Each agent has got a setB of beliefs, a setG of goals,
and a setR of rejections. Beliefs are pervaded with uncertainty
i.e., they are more or less certain while rejections and goals may
not have equal priorities.
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DEFINITION 1 (MENTAL STATES OF AN AGENT). Themen-
tal statesof an agent are:B = {(bi, αi), i = 1, . . ., n}, R = {(rj ,
βj), j = 1, . . ., m}, andG = {(gk, λk), k = 1, . . ., p} wherebi, rj ,
gk are formulas ofL andαi, βj , λk ∈ (0, 1].

The sets of beliefs and rejections are supposed to beconsistent.
Beliefs play a key role in delimiting the set offeasibleoffers.

DEFINITION 2 (FEASIBLE OFFERS). Let x ∈ X. An offerx
is feasibleif it satisfies the set of beliefs.

Each rejection(rj , βj), which should not be satisfied, induces by
complementation an integrity constraint(¬rj , βj) which should be
respected.R′ denotes the set of induced integrity constraints from
R. The offers which respect the induced integrity constraints will
beacceptablefor the agent.

DEFINITION 3 (ACCEPTABLE OFFERS). Let x ∈ X. An of-
fer x is acceptableiff it satisfies the integrity constraints w.r.t. a
criterion ca, denotedR′ �ca x.

The acceptability of an offer depends on a criterionca. For in-
stance, one may accept an offer which respects all the integrity con-
straints or respects the most important of them. The offers which
satisfy the goals of an agent according to some criterion will be
satisfactoryfor that agent. For instance, one may accept the offers
which satisfy all its goals, or the offers which satisfy at least its
most important goals.

DEFINITION 4 (SATISFACTORY OFFERS). Letx ∈X. An of-
fer x is satisfactoryiff x satisfies the goals of the agent w.r.t. a
criterion cs, denotedG �cs x.

Let T be a weighted base.T>α = {tj | (tj , αj) ∈ T andαj > α},
T=α = {tj | (tj , α) ∈ T},

∨
(T=α) =

∨
{tj | (tj , α) ∈ T}.

3. A SETTING FOR OFFER SELECTION
Selecting offers follows a three steps process: i) defining a rela-

tion� betweenB,R andG. Indeed, one may not have the same set
of candidate offers whenG � R orR � G. In order to avoid any
wishful thinking, it holds that:B � G, R. The ordering between
G andR is more difficult to guess. ii) definingcriteria for select-
ing acceptable offers. iii) definingcriteria for selecting satisfactory
offers.

DEFINITION 5 (STRATEGY). LetB, R andG be the agent’s
bases andX the set of offers. Astrategyis a triple <�, �ca ,
�cs>. This system will return a setS ⊆X of candidateoffers.

If R ≈ G, the acceptable offers and the satisfactory ones are com-
puted separately from the feasible offers. The candidate offers are
those which are both acceptable and satisfactory.
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DEFINITION 6. If R ≈ G, then the set ofcandidateoffersS =
S1 ∩ S2 such that: 1)S1, S2 ⊆ X, and 2)∀ x ∈ S1, x is feasible
and acceptable, and 3)∀ x ∈ S2, x is feasible and satisfactory.

This approach is too requiring since it may lead to an empty set of
candidateoffers. WhenR � G, one starts by selecting the accept-
able offers among the feasible ones, then selecting the satisfactory
ones (w.r.t. some criteria) among the acceptable offers. Formally:

DEFINITION 7. If R� G, the set ofcandidateoffers isS = {x
∈ S′ such thatx is satisfactory}, where 1)S ′ = {x ∈ X such that
x is feasible and acceptable}. 2)S ′ is maximal for (⊆) among the
sets satisfying the first condition.

This approach is cautious since the agent prefers to select accept-
able offers, among feasible ones, even if none of them satisfies any
goal. WhenG � R, one selects first satisfactory offers among fea-
sible ones, then among the offers it gets, it chooses those which are
acceptable w.r.t. some criteria.

DEFINITION 8. If G � R, then the set ofcandidateoffers isS
= {x ∈ S′ such thatx is acceptable}, where 1)S ′ = {x ∈ X such
thatx is feasible and satisfactory}. 2)S ′ is maximal for (⊆) among
the sets satisfying the first condition.

This approach is too adventurous since it may lead the agent to
select offers which are not acceptable at all.

4. ACCEPTABILITY OF OFFERS
An offer is acceptable if it respects the integrity constraints in-

duced by rejections. In some situations, one cannot find an offer
which satisfies all the constraints, and the set of candidate offers is
empty. To relax this criterion, an agent may accept the offers which
respects the constraints at a certain level, calledacceptability level.
Indeed, the acceptability level is the complement to1 of the degree
of the less important constraint that should be respected by offers.
The acceptable offers are the ones with a greater acceptability level.

DEFINITION 9 (ACCEPTABILITY CRITERION). Letx∈X. The
offer x is acceptableiff Level(x)A ≥ LevelA(x′), ∀ x’ ∈ X with
LevelA(x) = 1 - min{β such that x satisfiesR′

>β}. If x falsifies
R′

>β for all β thenLevelA(x) = 0.

5. SATISFIABILITY OF OFFERS
It is natural that an agent aims to satisfy all its goals. When this

is not possible, it may try to satisfy as much as possible prioritized
goals. Acardinality-based selection mode seems appropriate in
this case. Before defining this criterion, let’s first introduce some
notations.

Let β1, · · · , βm be the weights appearing inG s.t. 1 ≥ β1 >
· · · > βm > 0. Let G′ = G1 ∪ . . . ∪ Gm be the representation
of G in its well ordered partition. EachGj , calledlayer, contains
formulas ofG having the weightβj . Let x be an offer andSx = S1

x

∪ . . . ∪ Sm
x whereSj

x is a subset ofGj containing the goals ofGj

satisfied byx.

DEFINITION 10 (CARDINALITY -BASED CRITERION). Let x
∈X. G �Card x iff ∀x′ ∈ X: i) ∃ k s.t. ∀ j = 1, . . ., k − 1;|Sj

x|
= |Sj

x′ | and |Sk
x | > |Sk

x′ |, or ii) |Sj
x| = |Sj

x′ | for j = 1, · · · , m,
where|Sj

x| is the number of formulas inSj
x.

The cardinality-based criterion gives priority to the offers which
satisfy a maximum of prioritized goals. A weaker version of this
criterion consists of choosing the offers which satisfy at least one
prioritized goal.

�Level , �Conj �Level , �Disj �Level , �Card

(R ≈ G)
(R � G)
(G � R)

Table 1: Different strategies

DEFINITION 11 (DISJUNCTIVE-BASED CRITERION). Letx∈
X. G �Disj x, iff LevelDS ≥ LevelDS(x′), ∀ x′ ∈ X, where
LevelDS(x) = max{λ such thatx satisfies

∨
(G=λ)}. If x falsi-

fies all formulas ofG thenLevelDS(x) = 0.

Another refinement of the cardinality-based criterion consists of
accepting the offers which satisfy as many prioritized goals as pos-
sible.

DEFINITION 12 (CONJUNCTIVE-BASED SELECTION). Letx
∈ X. G �Conj x iff LevelCS≥LevelCS(x′), ∀ x′ ∈ X, where
LevelCS(x) = 1−min{λ such thatx satisfiesG>λ}. If x falsifies
G>λ for all λ thenLevelCS(x) = 0.

PROPOSITION 1. Letx ∈X.

(G �Card x) ⇒ (G �Conj x) ⇒ (G �Disj x).

A strategy for selecting the offers to propose during a negotiation
dialogue has three parameters: an ordering betweenR andG, an
acceptability criterion and finally a satisfaisability criterion. Differ-
ent systems can then be defined using the criteria suggested in the
previous sections. Table 1 summarizes these systems (strategies).

6. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the notion of strategy for selecting offers dur-

ing a negotiation dialogue. We have proposed a general setting
for defining a strategy, which consists of fixing three parameters:
i) the agent’s profile by choosing the ordering between the set of
goals and the set of rejections, ii) a criterion for defining accept-
able offers and finally, iii) another criterion for defining satisfac-
tory offers. The three parameters are defined on the basis of three
mental states of an agent: its beliefs, its goals and its rejections.
We have proposed different agent’s profiles and different criteria
for the notions of acceptability and satisfiability of offers. A com-
bination of an agent’s profile, a criterion for selecting acceptable
offers and a criterion for selecting the satisfactory ones gives birth
to different strategies which are more or less restrictive. At the best
of our knowledge, very few works have addressed the problem of
offer selection. Moreover all existing works only consider goals in
this process. We claim that rejections play also a key role in this
problem since they allow to discard rejected offers.
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